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2nd Annual Mỹ Việt Story Slam announces the 2021

selected Storytellers.

New York, NY: Seven Storytellers have been selected for the 2nd Annual Mỹ Việt Story Slam, a

signature event hosted by Vietnamese Boat People Podcast and nonprofit, that showcases

stories that reflect Asian American experiences. This year’s theme is “2020, a year unlike any

other,” with stories that range from the impacts of the pandemic on loved ones and mental

health to the Black Lives Matter and Stop Asian Hate movement. Stories will be shared in

varying mediums from spoken word to poetry to animation to music.

With Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month approaching in May and the rise in

anti-Asian racism, this virtual stage is more important than ever to share the Asian American

narrative. This live virtual event, Mỹ Việt Story Slam, will air on Thursday, May 6 at 7PM

EST/4PM PST via Facebook Live and through RSVPs on eventbrite.

This event is made possible with the support of the PRX and the Google Podcasts creator

program. And thank you to community partners, Visual Communications, Asian American Arts

Alliance, Project Yellow Dress, The Song Collective, Asian Cinevision and Vietnamese



American Arts & Letters Association for helping to spread awareness.

The event will be free and open to the public online for more information, visit

https://www.vietnameseboatpeople.org/storyslam.

ABOUT

Founded in 2018, Vietnamese Boat People is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization with the

mission to preserve and carry forward the stories of the Vietnamese diaspora for the future

generations and to mobilize a community to pay-it-forward in helping today’s refugee population.

The organization shares these stories through its podcast, Vietnamese Boat People, which is

currently available on major podcast platforms: Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google Play and

Stitcher and has listeners from more than 20 countries. Led by Founder and Chief Storyteller,

Tracey Nguyen Mang, along with a voluntary-based team, the organization has created various

events surrounding the company’s mission, which include cultural and storytelling events,

live-podcast tapings, and assistance in recording family stories. Visit

www.vietnameseboatpeople.org for more details.


